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Hello, Wildcats! The school year is more than
halfway over. Can you believe it?
In this issue, you will find a variety of topics,
including the junior high math program, MATHia,
St. Patrick’s Day, teacher interviews and new
Myers Briggs personality descriptors. (Don’t
know what Myers Briggs is? Check out Ella
Westel’s introduction from the SeptemberOctober issue!) Want to see some cute albeit
unusual, creatures? Look for Darren Par’s article,
“Exotic Love”. Do you LOVE Minecraft? You will
love learning new fun facts about the game. The
Komarek Cheerleading squad, a Shamrock Shake
recipe, Indie Love Songs and the latest Martha
and Mark cartoon are also on the pages ahead.
Enjoy!
Mrs. Pedersen

Kurt Streigel
Ella Westel
*Student Editor
Advisor: Mrs. Pedersen
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St. Patrick’s Day Food Ideas
By: Alex Svora

Indie Love Songs
Mia Circelli
Chasing Cars - Snow Patrol
Lead Me Out of The Dark- Crown The Empire
Iris - Goo Goo Dolls
Scene Two- Roger Rabbit
Can’t Fight This Feeling - REO Speedwagon
The Reason- Hoobastank
Hey There Delilah - Plain White T’s
Part of Me- Neck Deep

Irish Soda Bread:

If It Means A Lot To You - A Day To Remember
Love Hurts- Nazareth

The main ingredients are flour, bread
soda, salt, and buttermilk.

•

A Part Of Me - Neck Deep
Rebel Love Song- Black Veil Brides

Traditional Irish soda bread is so simple to
make, you won’t need to rely on the luck o’
the Irish to pull it off.

•

Like We Used To - A Rocket To The Moon
Every Breath You Take- The Police

Shamrock Shake:

My Immortal - Evanescence
Careless Whisper- George Michael
Snuff - SlipKnot

•

The recipe can be found on this website:
https://www.epicurious.com/recipes/food/
views/shamrock-shake-51226410

Alone- Heart
All Of My Love - Led Zeppelin
Wonderwall- Oasis
Remember Sunday - All Time Low
I Miss You - Jamestown Story
Your Guardian Angel - The Red Jumpsuit Apparatus
•

Jamie All Over - Mayday Parade
The Only Exception - Paramore

•

These shakes have been released at
McDonald’s
Homemade recipe is in the link above.
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Mark? What’s wrong?
You seem sad.

Mark, silly,
you’re not lazy!
I feel lazy
sometimes.

Oh...
Thank goodness!

by Hayden Haas
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Everyone learns at their own pace. It doesn’t matter what people think disables us children
because, I think that everyone can obtain knowledge and understanding. Teachers also have their
own methods in teaching. A teacher should adapt to the way the child or children learn. It doesn’t
necessarily mean you have to be in a classroom to learn, but when learning something there, there
can be some obstacles in the way but that is not the focus of the article, I wanted to know what
teachers value most about a child's education and how it makes their job special to them.
“What I value most about
education is when you teach a child
something and when they start
comprehending it and just seeing their
face light up when they get it is just
heartwarming.” - Ms. Price

“What I think Is valuable in education is learning.” - Dr. Gold
“I value the belief that all
students can learn with good
support. All students want to
learn, they just need the right
teacher to show them that.” Miss Truesdale

“I think that what I value most is trying
to be the best you.” -Mrs. Lovera
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“What I value most in education, as a teacher, is
helping students see and reach for their greatest
potential. I love encouraging students.” -Mrs. Frey
“What I value in education
itself is that the kids can learn
something great, and it can
reflect on their lives, their
attitude, and they can be
continuously self-learning.”
Mrs. Brandt
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KOMAREK CHEERLEADING 2018-2019
BY: Raven McKelvin
So, everyone knows that cheerleading consists up of chanting, dancing, and of course cheering.
This year in cheerleading, the cheerleaders went to the boys’ basketball games. The cheerleaders would
go on the sidelines of the gyms and cheer. During time outs, the girls were able to flip, stunt, and cheer.
During quarters, cheerleaders will go out and do a quarter performance. Then when it reached halftime,
the girls will do the halftime performance, so would the opposite team. At the end of season, the girls
look forward to a competition. The Komarek Wildcats took 3rd. Gross with 2nd, Hauser 1st, and
HIllside 4th. I asked three cheerleaders their favorite part of cheer and I also will include my favorite
part because I cheered this year!

Aniya Brown 6th grade: My favorite part of cheerleading this year was stunting. It was
my favorite part of cheer this year because you had to work in teams and have
teamwork. You also had to have strength.
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Raven McKelvin 7th: My favorite part of cheer was cheering during the boys
basketball games because you get to show your school spirit.
Nyla Caldwell 7th: My favorite part of cheer was the games. This was my favorite part of
cheer because we got to interact with the crowd and we also got to stunt.
Paw Prints
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Exotic Love
By: Darren Par

Background on St.
Patrick’s Day
By: Lexi Rubio
St. Patrick’s Day is a day to note
the death of the patron saint of
Ireland, St. Patrick. St. Patrick was a
Roman saint who was known for
spreading Christianity throughout
Ireland during the 5th century. He was
born in Britain and his given birth
name was Maewyn Succat. Patrick was
later his name during his religious
journeys or ordainment.
Some ways to celebrate are:
• Parades
• Special foods
• Music
• Dancing
• Drinking
• A lot of green
Famous drinks and foods include:
• Shamrock Juice is green in color
with an orange flavor.
• Soda bread
• Potatoes
• Shepherd’s pie

Valentine’s Day is the holiday when love is in the air.
Presents, confessions, chocolates, flowers, and much more. However,
a lot of people don’t have anyone to celebrate Valentine’s Day with.
So, if you happen to be one of those unfortunate people, who would
you turn to? Well, many people would turn to their pets. Today, I’ll
introduce you to some exotic pets. For all you know, you may find
your exotic here

Chinchilla

Chinchillas are fluffy, soft rodents who look absolutely
adorable. Coming from South America, this rodent is small and
quick, zipping around pretty quickly. While you may want to
squeeze it and hug it, chinchillas can be provoked from being
squeezed too hard and will bite. Chinchillas are hard to find today
because they’re often hunted down for their fluffy, soft fur. What
do you think? Maybe the chinchilla is the right pick for you.
Hedgehog

Hedgehogs are small mammals with a cute face but an
intimidating back. However, this little animal’s spikes only stiffen
when it’s threatened. Otherwise, it’s a wonderful, adorable pet to
keep. They come in a variety of sizes and are the cutest little things,
just make sure not to threaten it at first. Hedgehogs are one of the
shiest pets as well, but hedgehogs can build up a stronger
relationship with the owner if you interact and care for it enough.
Continued on p. 8
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MATHia: The Promise and the Reality
By: Jessica Bellm
Introduction

Carnegie Learning, our new math program has been in use for a little over half the year, and I began to wonder
what everyone really thinks about it. More specifically, I would like to know their opinions on the online math program
MATHia.
MATHia uses “mastery learning”, meaning that each assignment or “workspace” doesn’t have a certain amount of
problems. Instead, the program has a progress bar for each skill which needs to be filled in order to complete the
workspace. These bars will decrease if something related to the topic is incorrect and will increase when a correct answer is
given.
Of course, math can be pretty complex, so hints, sample problems, and step-by-steps to help the student understand the
question are provided. Other tools available for the student include a solver (for algebra), graphs, and charts that are
sometimes provided or even required to be used to complete a problem.

Students Give Mixed Reviews

While MATHia seems pretty high-tech, students don’t exactly rave about the program.
“Sometimes MATHia logs me out out of nowhere,” says Amelia. Another student, Rachel, says, “MATHia is very
slow and it’s kind of annoying sometimes because when I’m trying to get my homework done, it won’t load.” Although
these students agree that MATHia’s tools can be cumbersome, they have positive things to say about the math aspect of the
program. “It challenged me to work on new skills in math,” says Bridget. Rachel also says that “it takes you time to
complete it so you fully understand the topic.” So although MATHia is lacking a little in the technology department, it
works well with the math, hence the name MATHia.

How Did we End Up With MATHia?

If the program is ineffective, then how did we end up with it in the first place? Well, in an interview with Dr. Ganan,
I found out that MATHia was chosen by a committee of math teachers, the specific names of the members were not given.
This committee was tasked with finding a new math program for our school.
Our old program, Tenmarks, was shutting down, so a new program was needed. This new program needed to fit
certain common core standards and requirements, according to Dr. Ganan.
I have noticed that many students are frustrated by MATHia’s continuous technical difficulties and decided to bring
it up in my interview with Dr. Ganan. It turns out that Dr. Ganan had no idea that the program was running so badly, but
expressed concern, and indicated that he would try to determine the source of the problem.

Conclusion

MATHia has the potential to be an effective educational tool. However, MATHia’s good qualities are overshadowed
by its technichal flaws. As of now, there is no guarantee that these flaws will ever be fixed. But by bringing attention to the
issue, perhaps a solution can be found.

Paw Prints
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Exotic Love (Continued from p. 6)
By: Darren Par
Galago
A Galago is a marsupial with big, brown eyes, small and cute. They’re also known as bush babies. No, not a baby bush,
a bush baby. There are no plants on this list, don’t worry. This animal comes from Africa, and a highly agile treeclimber. Galagos need wide, open areas with branches. However, as you can tell, you can’t find a specific environment
like this in your own home. They’re better off in zoos than our homes, but it’s still fun to see them in zoos.
Chanterelle Fennec
Fennec foxes are small, adorable foxes who are perfectly in between a big cat and a small dog. This exotic animal can
be enjoyed by everyone in your family and has the personality and alertness of cats while having the energy and
playfulness of dogs. They’re full of energy and can tire you out, but they’re lovely pets that perhaps could be your
match.

Axolotl
An axolotl is one strange salamander. It looks like something out of an animated alien show for kids. It looks like an
alien, but it looks docile and friendly as well. This strange underwater alien is found in Mexico and can regenerate any
part of its body through time. They can grow to be big and require very special needs in order to survive. There’s a lot
of equipment that you’d need to buy in order to take care of this pet, but it’s nonetheless a unique pet for unique
people.
Kinkajou
The kinkajou is a cute little animal that comes from the rainforests of central South America. They’re also
known as “flower bears.” They are known to be very, very exotic and they’re only bred for private use. Despite being
from the raccoon family, they are actually very friendly and social. They’re usually solitary, but that doesn’t mean
they’re quiet. They can make quite some noise in your house, so always be prepared for a louder home.

With a look at some exotic pets from around the whole world, I hope you found your own lovely pet to spend
time with next year. Of course, there’s much more exotic pets that you can find through different countries, but the
ones in this article are the one who are truly exotic. With the cute chanterelle fennec to the unique axolotl, there’s
more exotic love around the world for all, both pets and humans!
Bibliography:
David, John, et al. “Exotic Low Maintenance Cool Pets That Are Legal To Own.” Words I Seek, 3 Jan. 2019, www.wordsiseek.com/unusual-exotic-cool-pets/.
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10 FUN FACTS
ABOUT MINECRAFT!
By: C.J. Rosa
1. THE FIRST VERSION OF MINECRAFT WAS
CREATED IN JUST SIX DAYS.
2. THE GAME WASN’T DEEMED COMPLETE FOR
ANOTHER TWO YEARS.
3. THE GAME’S FIRST NAME WAS MUCH MORE
STRAIGHTFORWARD.
4. MINECRAFT WAS INSPIRED BY SEVERAL OTHER
GAMES.
5. CREEPERS BEGAN AS A CODING ERROR.
6. THE ENDERMAN LANGUAGE IS ACTUALLY
ENGLISH IN REVERSE (OR PITCHED DOWN).
7. GHASTS ARE VOICED BY A SLEEPING CAT.
8. MINECRAFT PLAYS A BIG ROLE AT A SWEDISH
SCHOOL.
9. EVERY ONCE IN A WHILE, THE GAME GETS ITS
OWN NAME WRONG.
10. MINECRAFT WAS ALMOST CALLED, “CAVE
GAME” CATCHY!
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Myers-Briggs - The Rationals
By: Ella Westel
In my last article, I had talked about a Myers-Briggs group called “The Idealists”, which all of
the acronyms shared the “N” and “F” functions. In this article, I will be talking about “The
Rationalists”, which share the letters “N” and “T”.
ENTJ - “The Commander” - If you are an ENTJ, you
generally:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enjoy composing plans and following them
through
Notice mistakes in plans very quickly
Have very strong leadership skills
Enjoy any kind of challenge
Are unforgiving and relentless when it comes to
negotiating
Would rather be efficient than be empathetic
Have an ability to recognize talents in others
Don’t like to express your emotions
Come across as “larger than life”

INTJ - “The Architect” - If you are an INTJ, you generally:
• Are very logical and efficient
• Are not afraid to be honest with people
• Have high standards for capability/competence
• Have an original and imaginative mind, yet you can
be skeptical
• Would rather not weigh in on distractions like
gossip, as you see things like those as “uninteresting”
• Believe that nothing is impossible, yet you also believe
that people are too lazy to achieve anything
• Emit self-confidence, and mystery as well
• Are able to make a change with determination and
force
• Always want to stay rational when achieving a goal

Paw Prints

ENTP - “The Debater” - If you are an ENTP, you generally:
• Think outside of the box
• Are very quick-witted, charismatic, outspoken
• Enjoy arguing just because it’s fun
• Want to see the other side of the argument so once you
attack, you can attack on all sides
• Are always on a “quest for knowledge”
• Enjoy mental exercises, such as questioning thought
processes
• Debate with others occasionally when it isn’t called for
• Have brutal honesty, and don’t like it when people “beat
around the bush”
• Get bored with routine very quickly

INTP - “The Logician” - If you are an INTP, you generally:
• Are best at explaining complex ideas in a simple manner
• Are more interested in ideas than social interaction
• Are very proud of your creativity
• Love patterns, and noticing mistakes in statements
• Have “unfinished thoughts” when speaking to others
• Have many ideas running through your head
• Can get defensive if you feel your logical ideas are being
criticized
• Can sound jumbled when sharing your ideas if you are
very excited about them
• Do not understand emotional problems well, and you
prefer to go with the logical way of things
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Have you ever wondered: “Do teachers and students enjoy the same
things?” Well, I have. So, I decided to survey some of them and
write an article about it. In the charts below, you will see the
teachers and students I interviewed, the question I asked them,
and how they responded.

Teacher

Answer

Ms. Mizia

Teaching new math concepts

Mr. Riegle

Any time when students are in my classroom learning.

Mrs. Pedersen

ELA

Ms. Irle

World Wednesday

Mr. Bedalow

Social Studies Class (especially anything about Abraham Lincoln)

Student
Bridget Roudebush

Answer
My specials (Home Ec.)

Nick Onesti

Going Home

Rachel Watson

ELA (Reading)

Anonymous

Science

Raven McKelvin

My favorite part of the day is Stem and Social Studies Academy.
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